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General Instructions: 

 The first 15 minutes have been allotted for reading this question paper. These 15 minutes  have to be used by the 

candidates for thorough silent reading of the question paper. During this period, the students will not write any answer on 

the answer- book and the question paper. The students should start writing on the next stroke of the bell.     

 Write in neat and clean handwriting.  All questions are compulsory 

 
Q.1. Tick the correct option.          (20x1=20) 

i) Sometimes two full moons occur in the same calender month. The second full moon is called 

A) Red moon          B) Blue moon.          C) Yellow moon 

ii) How many tails does a comet have as it nears the sun? 

A) Two.            B) Four.                     C) Six 

iii) Which heavenly body is sometimes called the evening star or the morning star in the sky? 

A) Sun.                B) Moon.                  C) Venus 

iv) What are these bodies-Ceres,Pallas,Juno and Vesta? 

A) Sun.            B) Moon.                  C) asteroids 

v) The uppermost region of the sun is called the 

A) Chromosphere.      B) Corona.               C) Ionosphere 

vi) Comet Halley comes to the inner solar system once in 

A) 52 Years.               B) 76 Years.            C) 100 Years 

vii) What is the sun mostly made up of? 

A) Carbon.                 B) Oxygen.             C) Hydrogen 

viii) Ferns reproduce through cells called- 

A) spores.                  B) holes.                 C) pollen 

ix) Plants that complete their life in two years are called 

A) annuals.                B) biennials.            C) perennials 
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x) Carbon dioxide enters a plant through its  

A) leaves.                  B) roots.                   C) petiole 

xi) Water vapour leaves the leaf through its 

A) stomata.              B) seeds.                  C) veins 

xii) Most plants look green because their cells have  

A) holes.                  B) chloroplast.          C) sugar 

xiii) Examples of seedless plants are 

A) ferns.                 B) creepers.              C) cones 

xiv) Unwanted plants are called 

A) weeds.              B) meadows.             C) mosses 

xv) This is a thin stalk that connects the leaf to the stem of the plant 

A) petiole              B) xylem.                    C) floym 

xvi) Climbing plants are also called 

A) vines.               B) annual.                  C) perennials 

xvii) ....................... is carried by insects or blown by the wind from one flower to another 

A) Stamen.           B) roots.                     C) pollen 

xviii) The boiling point of pure water is 

A) 100.                  B) 0.                           C) 200 

xix) Rainfall that is slightly acidic is known as  

A) sour rain           B) acid rain.                C) none of these 

xx) A ........................ is used to measure rainfall. 

A) ammeter.           B) rain gauge.           C) seismoscope 

Q.2. Fill in the blanks.              (20x1=20) 

i) .….................. is the unit commonly used to measure computer storage capacity and memory. 

ii) Solar system is in .................... galaxy. 

iii) The outermost layer of the earth is known as the..................... 

iv) The ozone layer is in the .................... 

v) The ....................... is the largest animal in land. 

vi) .................... are the biggest of all apes. 

vii) .................... is an important commercial fish that is usually found in oceans. 

viii) .................... is a period of abnormally dry weather characterized by scanty rainfall. 
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ix) ....................... is a way to exchange electronic message and communicate electronically. 

x) A ...................... helps to see distant objects such as stars, planets,etc. 

xi) Metals ................... on heating and ................. on cooling. 

xii) Bronze is made of .................... and ................... 

xiii) Muscles are made up of.................... 

xiv) Platelets help to control...................... 

xv) ......................... is the largest country in area. 

xvi) ......................... is the city of seven hills. 

xvii) The first Indian man to go into space was......................... 

xviii) ....................... is the national animal of Australia. 

xix) The blood cells are made in the ..................... 

xx) Regular exercise keeps muscles..................... 

Q.3. Match the following columns.         (10x1=10) 

 COLOUMN – A    COLOUMN - B 

i) Dynamite     King C Gillette                              

ii) Safety Razor     West Bengal 

iii) May 1      Egypt 

iv) China      Alfred B Nobel 

v) Father of medicine    Mother Teresa 

vi) Sundarbans National Park   Hippocrates 

vii) Saint of Gutters    Taka 

viii) Gift of the Nile    International day of non-violence 

ix) Bangladesh     International labour day 

x) October 2     Yuan 
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